Introduction
This work is part of a project where "quaternionified" complex analysis is used to study old and new questions in surface theory. The first accounts of this programme are presented in [PP] , [BFLPP] and [FLPP] . An important feature in the quaternionic set up is that conformal maps from a Riemann surface into S 4 = HP 1 play the role of the meromorphic functions in complex analysis.
Basic constructions of complex Riemann surface theory, such as holomorphic line bundles, holomorphic curves in projective spaces, the Kodaira embedding, the Plücker relations and the Riemann-Roch theorem, carry over to the quaternionic setting. There is an important new invariant of the quaternionic holomorphic theory distinguishing it from its complex counterpart: the Willmore energy is defined for holomorphic curves in HP n .
A holomorphic curve in HP n is a line bundle L in the trivial H n+1 -bundle over a Riemann surface M with a complex structure J on L which is compatible with the complex structure J M on M , i.e., if δ ∈ Ω 1 (Hom(L, M × H n+1 /L)) denotes the derivative of L, then δ(J M X) = δ(X) • J for X ∈ T M . Line bundles in the trivial H n+1 -bundle can be identified with maps f : M → HP n . If L is a holomorphic curve then the components of f are branched conformal immersions into S 4 = HP 1 . Thus we can think of holomorphic curves in HP n as families of branched conformal immersions into S 4 .
Holomorphic curves over a compact Riemann surface which are critical points of the Willmore energy under variations by holomorphic curves are called Willmore.
For immersions into S 4 = HP 1 we obtain the classical Willmore surfaces in S 4 , i.e., immersions f : M → S 4 which are critical points of the Willmore functional M (|H| 2 − K − K ⊥ )|df | 2 where H is the mean curvature vector, K the Gaussian curvature, and K ⊥ the curvature of the normal bundle. In this case it is known that Willmore surfaces are characterized by the harmonicity of the conformal Gauss map.
The canonical complex structure of a holomorphic curve in HP n is the analogue of the conformal Gauss map of an immersion into S 4 . It is given by a complex structure on the trivial H n+1 -bundle which restricts to the complex structure J on L and satisfies certain tangency conditions. The canonical complex structure of a holomorphic curve exists in general only away from a finite subset of the Riemann surface M . Holomorphic curves where the canonical complex structure exists on M are called Frenet curves.
We show that Frenet curves are Willmore in HP n if and only if their canonical complex structure is harmonic.
As in [BFLPP] for Willmore surfaces in HP 1 it is possible to define Bäcklund transforms of a Willmore surface in HP n if neither the Willmore surface nor its dual curve are twistor projections of holomorphic curves in CP 2n+1 .
In case of Willmore spheres in HP n the Bäcklund transform is a Willmore sphere in a lower dimensional subbundle or a constant point in HP n . In both cases we have a flat vector bundle which can be used to project the Willmore surface onto a holomorphic curve in a lower dimensional flat quaternionic vector bundle. The obtained holomorphic curve is given by a twistor projection of a complex holomorphic curve, and hence a Willmore surface.
So, we obtain a generalization of the results of Bryant [B] and Ejiri, [E] : every Willmore surface or its dual curve is given by a twistor projection of a holomorphic curve in some complex projective space. Moreover, the Willmore energy is in 4πN.
Holomorphic curves and holomorphic bundles
We set up some basic notation used throughout the paper. For more details of the underlying quaternionic theory we refer to [BFLPP] , [FLPP] and [PP] .
We view a Riemann surface M as a 2-dimensional, real manifold with an endomorphism field J ∈ Γ(End(T M )) satisfying J 2 = −1. If V is a vector bundle over M , we denote the space of V valued quaternionic k-forms by Ω k (V ). If ω ∈ Ω 1 (V ), we set * ω := ω • J .
Moreover, we will identify ω ∈ Ω 2 (V ) with the induced quadratic form ω(X) := ω(X, JX). In particular for pairings V 1 × V 2 → V 3 we will identify ω ∧ η = ω * η − * ωη, ω ∈ Ω 1 (V 1 ), η ∈ Ω 1 (V 2 ), where the wedge product is defined over the pairing.
Most of the vector bundles occurring will be quaternionic vector bundles, i.e., the fibers are quaternionic vector spaces and the local trivializations are quaternionic linear on each fiber. We adopt the convention that all quaternionic vector spaces are right vector spaces. A quaternionic connection on a quaternionic vector bundle satisfies the usual Leibniz rule over quaternionic valued functions.
If V 1 and V 2 are quaternionic vector bundles, we denote by Hom(V 1 , V 2 ) the bundle of quaternionic linear homomorphisms. As usual, End(V ) = Hom(V, V ) denotes the quaternionic linear endomorphisms. Notice that Hom(V 1 , V 2 ) is not a quaternionic bundle.
Let V be a quaternionic vector bundle with complex structure S ∈ Γ(End(V )), S 2 = −1. We phrase this as (V, S) is a complex quaternionic vector bundle.
Given a connection ∇ on V , we can decompose ∇ = ∇ ′ + ∇ ′′ into (1, 0) and (0, 1) parts with respect to S, where
Let Hom ± (V, W ) = {B ∈ Hom(V, W ) | S W B = ±BS V } where (V, S V ) and (W, S W ) are complex quaternionic vector bundles. We denote by
the ±-part of B ∈ Hom(V, W ). We can decompose ∇ ′ and ∇ ′′ further into
the tensor product of the canonical and anticanonical bundle with a complex vector bundle (E, S) . Notice that
In particular, if ∇ is flat, then
We adopt a slightly more general setup which includes maps with holonomy: we replace the trivial H n+1 -bundle by a rank n + 1 quaternionic vector bundle V over M with a flat connection ∇. A rank k + 1 subbundle V k ⊂ V gives rise to a map f :M → G k+1 (H n+1 ) from the universal cover of M which is equivariant with respect to the holonomy representation of ∇ in Gl(n + 1, H). Conversely, any such equivariant map defines a flat rank n + 1 bundle with a (k + 1)-plane subbundle. In case the connection ∇ is trivial, i.e., it has no holonomy, V can be identified with the trivial H n+1 -bundle over M , and ∇ is just the directional derivative of H n+1 valued functions. From now on, we will make no distinction between an (equivariant) map f into the Grassmannian G k+1 (H n+1 ) and the corresponding subbundle
Definition 2.1. Let V be a flat quaternionic n + 1-plane bundle over a Riemann surface M .
(1) A rank k + 1 subbundle V k ⊂ V is a holomorphic curve in V (thought of as an equivariant map into the Grassmannian) if there exists a complex structure J ∈ Γ(End(V k )), J 2 = −1, such that * δ = δ J .
The line bundle L is a holomorphic curve if there exists a complex structure J on L such that * δ = δJ. We obtain an equivalent condition written in terms of f : L is a holomorphic curve if and only if there exists J ∈ Γ(End(L)) such that * df = df • J, i.e. f : M → HP 1 is a conformal map (for a detailed development of conformal surface theory using quaternionic valued functions see [BFLPP] ). If the differential of L has no zeros, then f is an immersion. In this case we can define the conformal Gauss map which can be identified with a complex structure S on H 2 which induces J on L. Moreover, S satisfies * δ = Sδ = δS and the second order tangency condition Q| L = 0. The map f is Willmore if and only if the conformal Gauss map is harmonic, i.e., d ∇ * A = 0.
More general, for a holomorphic curve L in V there is always a Frenet flag over M 0 = M \ {p 1 , . . . , p k } where the p i 's are the Weierstraß points, [FLPP] . There is a unique complex structure S on M 0 which induces the complex structures J k and satisfies Q| Vn−1 = 0. The flag and the complex structure can be extended continuously into the Weierstrass points.
Since we will consider only those holomorphic curves where this complex structure is harmonic we assume that the flag and the complex structure can be extended smoothly into the Weierstrass points. (1) A complex structure S on V is called adapted if it stabilizes the flag and satisfies * δ k = Sδ k = δ k S.
S is called the canonical complex structure of L if it is the unique adapted complex structure with
where ∇ =∂ +Q + ∂ + A is the decomposition of ∇ with respect to S. 
Remark 2.4. An unramified Frenet curve L has no Weierstrass points, thus the Frenet flag and the canonical complex structure are defined on the whole Riemann surface, i.e., L is a Frenet curve.
We denote by V −1 the dual bundle of V . For any subbundle V k of V let
, and is a Frenet curve in V −1 with Frenet flag V * k = V ⊥ n−1−k . An adapted complex structure is given by the dual map S * of the canonical complex structure S of L since S * induces the corresponding J * k 's on the quotient bundles. If ∇ =∇ + A + Q is a connection on V then the induced dual connection ∇ * on V −1 is decomposed as
The decomposition of the dual connection∇ * =∂ * +∂ * is given by
(and a corresponding equation for ∂ * ). Thus
and S * is the canonical complex structure of the dual curve L * . For example, if ∇ is a connection on V then ∇ ′′ is a holomorphic structure on (V, S).
For a complex vector bundle (V, S) we denote byV the complex vector bundle (V, −S). Then ∇ ′ is the (0, 1)-part of the connection ∇ with respect to −S and (V , ∇ ′ ) is a holomorphic vector bundle. We call ∇ ′ an antiholomorphic structure on (V, S).
We decompose a holomorphic structure into D =∂ +Q where∂ S = S∂ and Q ∈ Γ(K End − (V )). If Q = 0 then D =∂ is called a complex holomorphic structure.
If V k is an S stable subbundle of a flat complex quaternionic vector bundle (V, S) which is also a holomorphic curve with respect to S| V k , i.e., * δ = δS, where
then V k is in general not a holomorphic subbundle of V with respect to ∇ ′′ . The condition for V k being a holomorphic subbundle is exactly (2.7) * δ = Sδ which is equivalent to the condition that V ⊥ k is a holomorphic curve.
In particular, if L ⊂ V is a Frenet curve and S is an adapted complex structure on V then S stabilizes the flag spaces V k and satisfies * δ k = Sδ k = δ k S. Thus the V k 's are holomorphic subbundles of V with respect to ∇ ′′ and holomorphic curves with respect to S.
Proposition 2.7 (cf. [BFLPP] ). Let S be a complex structure on V and ∇ =∇ + Q + A the decomposition of a flat connection on V with respect to S. Then
If V 1 and V 2 are two complex holomorphic vector bundles with complex holomorphic struc-
The usual tensor product construction for complex holomorphic structures induces a complex holomorphic structure on
Corollary 2.8. Let S be a complex structure on V and let V k ⊂ V be an S stable subbundle. Then the following statements are equivalent:
In this case
is a holomorphic section where V k comes with the complex holomorphic structure∂. On V /V k we use the complex holomorphic structure which is given by∂
Proof. V k is∂ and A stable if and only (by type) V k is∂ +A stable which is equivalent to V k being a holomorphic curve in V thus * δ = δS, cf. [FLPP] . So, assuming * δ = δS we have
and Q stable, thus R∂ +∂ stable (2.8) and we obtain for any local holomorphic
A similar argument as above gives a criterion to decide whether a given complex structure is the canonical complex structure of a holomorphic curve:
Corollary 2.9. Let (V, ∇) be a flat quaternionic vector bundle with complex structure S.
Assume that L ⊂ V is a holomorphic curve with respect to S and that L admits a Frenet flag
is the usual decomposition of the flat connection ∇ with respect to the complex structure S, then the following are equivalent
(2) L is a Frenet curve and S is the canonical complex structure of L.
Proof. If S is the canonical complex structure of a Frenet curve L then Q| V n−1 = 0. Thus
On the other hand
Since L is a holomorphic curve we see
This implies that the complex structure J 1 given by the Frenet flag is induced by the complex structure S via
Hence S is adapted to the flag, and satisfies
The vanishing of A on L implies the vanishing of A on V . This fact is a helpful tool when dealing later with Willmore surfaces where the zeros of A are isolated, or with Frenet curves with vanishing Willmore energy.
Moreover, Im Q ⊂ ker Q if and only if
We see that Q| Im Q = 0 on an open set implies A † | L * = 0 on that set, and thus Q * = −A † = 0.
Willmore surfaces in HP n
We define the Willmore functional for holomorphic curves and obtain Willmore surfaces in HP n as Frenet curves which are critical points of the Willmore functional under variations by holomorphic curves.
For a given holomorphic curve L in a flat quaternionic vector bundle V the Kodaira correspondence equips L −1 with a holomorphic structure and a basepoint free linear system: the holomorphic structure D on L −1 is given by the requirement that the restriction to L of any local parallel section α ∈ Γ(V −1 ) is a holomorphic section of L −1 . Thus, the holomorphic curve L induces the holomorphic line bundle (L −1 , D) and a basepoint free linear system [FLPP] .
Definition 3.1. The Willmore energy of a holomorphic curve L in a flat quaternionic vector bundle V over a compact Riemann surface M is given by
where Q L −1 is given by the holomorphic structure D =∂ +Q L −1 on L −1 , and < B >:
Remark 3.2. Note that the definition of the Willmore energy is invariant under projective transformations of L.
From now on, M will always denote a compact Riemann surface.
Let L ⊂ V be a holomorphic curve with respect to J and S an complex structure on V which extends J. Then the flat connection ∇ =∇ + A + Q on V can be decomposed with respect to S. This gives a different way to compute the Willmore energy [FLPP] . 
Moreover, if L is a Frenet curve and S its canonical complex structure then
Proof. Since L is a holomorphic curve the mixed structure
where D is the holomorphic structure on L −1 . This equation and (2.6) implyD =∂ −Q *
and hence
If L is Frenet and S its canonical complex structure then A has image in L and we get
Definition 3.4. Let L be a holomorphic curve in a flat quaternionic vector bundle V over a compact Riemann surface M .
(1) A variation of L by holomorphic curves is given by variations L t of L such that there exist complex structures J t on M and on L, such that L t is a holomorphic curve over the Riemann surface (M, Remark 3.5. For n = 1 our notion of Willmore surfaces agrees with the classical one for Willmore surfaces in S 4 = HP 1 : L = f * Σ is an unramified Frenet curve if and only if f : M → HP 1 is a conformal immersion (where Σ is the tautological bundle over HP 1 ). In this case, the Willmore functional of L is
where H is the mean curvature vector of f , K the Gaussian curvature, and K ⊥ the curvature of the normal bundle [BFLPP] .
A map S : M → Z is called harmonic if it is a critical point of the energy functional.
Let ∇ =∂ +∂ + Q + A the decomposition of the flat connection ∇ on V with respect to a complex structure S. By changing the complex structure to −S we get K End − (V ) = K Hom + (V , V ) and ∂ and∂ on V induce by (2.10) a complex holomorphic structure on K End − (V ). If we change the complex structure onK End − (V ) to −S then ∂ and∂ give a complex holomorphic structure∂ on K End − (V ) =K End − (V ), i.e., an antiholomorphic structure ∂ onK End − (V ).
As in [BFLPP] one shows Theorem 3.7. Let S : M → Z. Then following are equivalent
(2) * Q is closed which due to (2.2) is the same as * A is closed.
Moreover, if L ⊂ V is a Frenet curve and S : M → Z its canonical complex structure then S is conformal, i.e., < * ∇S, * ∇S >=< ∇S, ∇S > .
The degree of a complex quaternionic vector bundle V = E ⊕ E is defined by the degree of the complex vector bundle E which is given by the +i-eigenspace of S.
Lemma 3.8. Let (V, S) be a complex quaternionic vector bundle and ∇ a flat connection on V with decomposition ∇ =∂ +∂ + Q + A with respect to the complex structure S. Then
Proof.∂ +∂ is a complex connection on V and thus the degree can be computed by
Using (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain Corollary 3.9. Let L be a Frenet curve in V with canonical complex structure S. Then
The relation between critical points of the Willmore energy and the energy map is the same as in the HP 1 -case, cf. [E] , [R] .
Theorem 3.10 (cf. [LP] ). Let L ⊂ V be a Frenet curve.
Then L is Willmore if and only if its canonical complex structure is harmonic.
Recall, that for a holomorphic curve L ⊂ V the Kodaira correspondence gives a holomorphic structure on L −1 such that
) is a linear system. Conversely, any base point free linear systemȞ ⊂ H 0 (L −1 ) allows to consider L as a holomorphic curveĽ ⊂V = H −1 [FLPP] .
If L ⊂ V is Willmore it is natural to ask for which choices of basepoint free linear systemš H ⊂ H 0 (L −1 ) the new surfaceĽ ⊂Ȟ −1 is again Willmore. Proof. LetĽ t be a variation ofĽ by holomorphic curves inV . Since we can assume H to be a base point free linear system forĽ t we have a variation of L by holomorphic curves in V . Since the Willmore energy is independent of the chosen linear system, compare (3.1), this shows thatĽ is a critical point of the Willmore energy.
Example 3.12. An example for this is given in [BP] where it is shown that all Willmore spheres L ⊂ H 2 are soliton spheres. More precisely, there exists a 3-dimensional linear system H such that L ⊂ H −1 is the dual curve of a twistor projection of a holomorphic curve in CP 5 and L ⊂ H −1 is Willmore.
In general, projections of Willmore surfaces L ⊂ V into flat subbundlesV ⊂ V fail to be Willmore, cf. [BP] . Here, we show: Proof. First, π| L = 0 since L is full by assumption and ker π is ∇ stable. SinceȞ is a linear system the induced flat connection∇ onV satisfies π∇ =∇π. Moreover, πS =:Šπ defines a complex structure onV since ker π =Ȟ ⊥ is S stable. Thus, the complex holomorphic structures∂ˇ=∇ ′′ + and∂ = ∇ ′′ + are related by∂ˇπ = π∂. Since∂ and∂ˇstabilize L and πL respectively, the map π| L is a complex holomorphic map. In particular, the zeros of π| L are isolated and the complex bundle Im π| L can be extended smoothly across the zeros. Thus, Im π| L defines a complex quaternionic line bundleĽ. Note thatĽ p = πL p away from the isolated zeros of π| L .
in the flat bundle L + ker π which has rank ≤ n since dim ker π = rank V − rankV ≤ n − 1. This contradicts the assumption that L is a full curve in V . Thuš δ 0 = 0 and, since * δ 0 =Šδ 0 =δ 0Š , the complex holomorphic mapδ 0 defines the vector bundleV 1 . Clearly,V 1 extends πV 1 .
Proceeding inductively we see thatδ k π| V k = πδ k andδ k = 0 for all 0 ≤ k ≤ rankV − 2. In particular,Ľ is a full curve inV with Frenet flagV k = πV k . Moreover, * δ k =Šδ k =δ kŠ yields thatŠ is an adapted complex structure.
By constructionǍ = 1 2 * (∇Š) ′ and A = 1 2 * (∇S) ′ satisfyǍπ = πA, henceŠ is the canonical complex structure ofĽ. Moreover, we see d∇ * Ǎπ = πd ∇ * A = 0, i.e.,Ľ is a Willmore surface.
Remark 3.14. The above proof also shows that (π(L), πS, π∇) defines a flat complex quaternionic line bundle if dimȞ = 1.
Using One-Step-Bäcklund transforms one gets a better control of the projections [LP] :
Remark 3.15. Willmore surfaces in HP n are in a suitable basis given by
where the projections f i 1 : M → HP 1 are Willmore surfaces.
Before finishing this section with some simple examples and constructions of Willmore surfaces we use the holomorphicity of A to show the transversality of the bundles L and ker A away from a discrete subset of M .
Corollary 3.16. Let S be the canonical complex structure of a Willmore surface L ⊂ V .
(1) If A = 0 then the set
Proof. Assume that A| L = 0 on an open set U ⊂ M . Lemma 2.10 implies that A = 0 on U . But this contradicts A = 0 since the zeros of A are isolated as A is holomorphic, cf. Theorem 3.7.
Similarly, if Im Q ⊂ V n−1 on an open set U then Q = 0 on U . But Q has isolated zeros since Q is antiholomorphic.
We now give give some examples and constructions for Willmore surfaces:
Example 3.17.
(1) Holomorphic curves L in HP n with W (L) = 0 correspond to complex holomorphic curves E in CP 2n+1 via the twistor projection π : CP 2n+1 → HP n .
In this case, the Frenet flag and the canonical complex structure extend smoothly into the Weierstrass points, so that L is a Frenet curve, [FLPP] .
Moreover, the vanishing of the Willmore energy implies A| L = 0 and thus A = 0 by Lemma 2.10. Clearly, L is a Willmore surface in HP n .
(2) Assume that L ⊂ V is a Willmore surface. Recall that for the canonical complex structure S * of the dual curve L * in V −1 the flat connection ∇ * decomposes as
L ⊂ V is a Willmore surface if and only if its dual curve L * ⊂ V −1 is a Willmore surface. (3) A flat connection ∇ on a complex quaternionic vector bundle (V, S) is called Willmore connection [FLPP] if S is harmonic, i.e., d ∇ * A = 0. In general, the harmonic complex structure S will not be the canonical complex structure of a Frenet curve. But if rank A = 1 then∂ A = 0 implies that Im A defines a∂ holomorphic line bundle. Thus, L = Im A ⊂ V is a Willmore surface if L is a Frenet curve and Qδ k A = 0 for all k = 0, . . . , n − 1. Moreover, if L is Willmore then the connections ∇ λ = ∇ + (λ − 1)A are flat for all λ = α + βS, α, β ∈ R, α 2 + β 2 = 1. Denote by L λ the line bundle L in (V, ∇ λ ). If we decompose ∇ λ with respect to the complex structure S of L then Q λ = Q. Thus S is the canonical complex structure of L λ and L λ is a Willmore surface. Its Willmore energy is given by W (L λ ) = W (L).
Notice, that even if ∇ is trivial the Willmore surfaces of this family may have holonomy.
Plücker relation of a Frenet curve
In order to calculate the Willmore energy of a Willmore sphere we need the quaternionic Plücker relation [FLPP] which gives the Willmore energy of a Frenet curve in terms of the Willmore energy of its dual curve, the genus of the surface and the degree of L.
We start by computing the degrees of the various complex bundles involved: 
where we put V −1 := {0}.
Proof. The degree of a complex line bundle E is given by the vanishing order of any holomorphic section of E. Since * δ i = Sδ i = δ i S, Corollary 2.8 implies that δ i is holomorphic, i.e.,
If (V 1 , S 1 ), (V 2 , S 2 ) are two complex quaternionic vector bundles then Hom + (V 1 , V 2 ) is canonically isomorphic to Hom C (E 1 , E 2 ) where the E k are again the +i-eigenspaces of S k . Thus
Telescoping this identity we get (4.2)
Remark 4.2. The degree of the dual curve is given by
We now prove the quaternionic Plücker relation [FLPP] for the special case of Frenet curves: 
Remark 4.4. If L ⊂ V is a holomorphic curve then L −1 is a holomorphic line bundle via the Kodaira correspondence. Given the Weierstraß flag [FLPP] of the (n + 1)-dimensional linear system H = V −1 ⊂ H 0 (L −1 ) the order of H at p is given by
where n 0 (p) < . . . < n n (p) is the Weierstraß gap sequence of H.
Proof. Since as complex vector bundles
Remark 4.5. If L ⊂ V is the dual curve of a twistor projection of a holomorphic curve in CP 2n+1 then W (L * ) = 0, compare Example 3.17, and
Bäcklund transformations of Willmore surfaces
Our aim is to define a Bäcklund transform of Willmore surfaces in HP n . The harmonicity of the canonical complex structure gives that A is∂-holomorphic and Q is ∂-holomorphic. Thus their kernels and images define smooth subbundles of the trivial H n+1 -bundle.
The kernels are holomorphic bundles while the images are holomorphic curves, but give in general not Frenet curves. In case they are we obtain new Willmore surfaces.
Lemma 5.1. Let L ⊂ V be a Willmore surface with canonical complex structure S. Let ∇ =∂ +∂ + Q + A be the usual decomposition of the flat connection on V .
(1) If A = 0 then there exists a rank n subbundleW n−1 ⊂ V which agrees with ker A except at finitely many points and which satisfiesW n−1 ⊂ ker A. (2) If Q = 0 then there exists a line bundleL ⊂ V which agrees with Im Q except at finitely many points and satisfies Im Q ⊂L.
We usually write ker A =W n−1 and Im Q =L.
Proof. If L is Willmore then∂ A = ∂Q = 0, compare Theorem 3.7. In particular, the zeros of A and Q are isolated and the complex bundles ker A and Im Q can be extended smoothly across the zeros.
Lemma 5.2. Let L ⊂ V be a Willmore surface with canonical complex structure S.
(1) If A = 0 thenW n−1 is a holomorphic subbundle with respect to the holomorphic structure induced by the complex structure −S on V . This means that ker A is a holomorphic subbundle by (2.7).
Consider the dual curve L * of L which is again Willmore with A † = −Q * . Assume Q = 0, then ker A † is a holomorphic subbundle which is equivalent to
being a holomorphic curve.
Definition 5.3. Let L be a Willmore surface.
If (W n−1 ) ⊥ is a full curve in some flat subbundleṼ −1 ⊂ V −1 then we denote byL ⊂Ṽ the dual curve of (W n−1 ) ⊥ inṼ −1 . In the case thatW ⊥ n−1 is a constant point in PV we definẽ L := (W ⊥ n−1 ) −1 .
(1) IfL ⊂Ṽ is a Frenet curve then we callL the forward Bäcklund transform of L.
(2) IfL = Im Q is a Frenet curve in some flat subbundleV ⊂ V then we callL the backward Bäcklund transform of L.
Remark 5.4. Let k = rankṼ andṼ * i be the Frenet flag of the Frenet curve (W n−1 ) ⊥ . Then the Frenet flag of its dual curveL = (
In particular, if n = 1 thenL =Ṽ n−1 =W n−1 = ker A. Thus, if L is an unramified Frenet curve, which means that the corresponding map f : M → HP 1 is a conformal immersion, then we obtain the forward Bäcklund transform as defined in [BFLPP] .
We are now able to prove that Bäcklund transforms are again Willmore surfaces: Proof. Let L ⊂ V be a Willmore surface and S its canonical complex structure. Assume that A = 0 and (ker A) ⊥ = (W n−1 ) ⊥ =:L * is a Frenet curve in some rank k + 1 flat quaternionic subbundleṼ −1 ⊂ V −1 . We denote the induced projection by π : V →Ṽ . The flat connection ∇ onṼ −1 induces the flat connection ∇ onṼ . Since (L * ) ⊥ equals πW n−1 the Frenet flag of L is given byL ⊂Ṽ 1 ⊂ . . . ⊂Ṽ k−1 ⊂Ṽ whereṼ k−1 = πW n−1 . Denote byδ i the derivatives of this flag.
SinceW n−1 is a holomorphic vector bundle with respect to the holomorphic structure induced by −S, the line bundleL * is a holomorphic curve with respect to the complex structure −S|Ṽ −1 . Hence the canonical complex structure ofL * is given by −S|Ṽ −1 +B * whereL * ⊂ kerB * = (ImB) ⊥ . In particular, ImB ⊂Ṽ k−1 . Thus, the canonical complex structure ofL is given byS π = −πS +B, whereB ∈ Γ(Hom(V,Ṽ k−1 )). Now,Ṽ k−1 isS stable and for ϕ ∈ Γ(V ) we calculate
This shows that * ∇B −S∇B takes values inṼ k−1 . Since Q| V n−1 = 0 we also obtain
ButÃ maps toL ⊂Ṽ k−1 , so we see that * ∇B +S∇B restricted to V n−1 takes values inṼ k−1 and so does ∇B. For ψ ∈ V n−1 we get
and henceS π = −πS +B, where ImB ⊂Ṽ k−1 , V n−1 ⊂ kerB.
This yields * ∇πψ + (∇S)πψ +S∇πψ = π * ∇ψ + ∇(Sπψ) = π( * ∇ψ − ∇Sψ) ∈ Ω 1 (πL),
Thus we also get S * ∇πψ +S(∇S)πψ − ∇πψ ∈ Ω 1 (πL) and −∇πψ + ( * ∇S)πψ +S * ∇πψ ∈ Ω 1 (πL).
Subtracting we find
= 0 this implies thatQ takes values in πL on the open dense subset SinceB and * ∇B −S∇B map toṼ k−1 while πA,Q have values in πL on M c 0 we obtain (S∇B −B∇S − * ∇B) = 0 on M c 0 . As M c 0 is open and dense we get (5.3)Qπ = πA.
Assume that L ⊂ V is a Willmore surface such that Q = 0 andL = Im Q is a Frenet curve in some flat quaternionic subbundleV ⊂ V . Then L * is Willmore and
Thus, L * is a Frenet curve inV −1 , and hence Willmore. The canonical complex structure S * of L * induces the canonical complex structureŜ onL viâ S = S * * .
Note thatŜ = −S|V +B whereL ⊂ kerB, ImB ⊂ L.
Let π : V −1 →V −1 be the canonical projection then πA † = Q † π and
HenceL ⊂V is Willmore too.
Remark 5.6. Note the similarity to the construction of sequences of harmonic maps into Grassmannians where the (1, 0) and (0, 1) part of the derivative of the harmonic map are used to construct new harmonic maps, e.g. [Wo] .
As a consequence of (5.4) we get the relation between the forward Bäcklund transform of a Willmore surface and the backward Bäcklund transform of its dual curve. The dual statement follows similarly. We are now able to compute the Willmore energy of a Bäcklund transform in terms of the Willmore energy of the dual curve.
Corollary 5.9. Let L ⊂ V be a Willmore surface.
(1) Assume the backward Bäcklund transformL exists in some flat quaternionic vector bundleV . Then
(2) Assume the forward Bäcklund transformL exists in some flat quaternionic vector bundleṼ . Then
Proof.
(1) Recall that by (2.5) and (3.2) the Willmore energy of the dual curve L * is given by
(2) Using Corollary 5.7 we see
Remark 5.10. With the Plücker relation this gives a relation between the Willmore energies of a Willmore surface and its Bäcklund transforms.
6. Bäcklund transforms with −S as the canonical complex structure
The Bäcklund transform of a Willmore surface in general will not be a Frenet curve. But in the case of a Willmore sphere this is always the case. More generally, whenever the complex structure of the Bäcklund transform is given by the negative of the canonical complex structure of the original surface, then the Frenet flag and the canonical complex structure of the Bäcklund transform can be constructed inductively.
In case of a Willmore sphere L we use degree arguments to show that Aδ k Q = 0. This yields that the canonical complex structure of the Bäcklund transforms of L are the negative canonical complex structure of L by Corollary 2.9.
Lemma 6.1. Let L ⊂ V be a Willmore surface with canonical complex structure S such that Q = 0 and letL = Im Q. Assume that there exists for some 0
, where πV
If −S is adapted to the flag, i.e.,
(1) Aδ i Q is holomorphic for all i = 0, . . . , k, i.e.,
In particular, if L is a Willmore sphere, then Aδ i Q = 0 for all i = 0, . . . , k.
(1) S is the canonical complex structure of L thus A takes values in L, Q has kernel V n−1 and
Since −S is adapted to the flag, the mapsδ i are ∂-holomorphic for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 by Corollary 2.8. Since L is Willmore we have ∂Q =∂ A = 0, thus∂(
Thus if
For a Willmore sphere we get
which implies Aδ i Q = 0 since otherwise ord(Aδ i Q) ≥ 0.
(2) The bundleV k is Q and A stable since
We show thatV k is also ∂ stable. If k = 0 thenV k =L = Im Q, which is ∂ stable since Q is antiholomorphic. If k > 0 then the flagL ⊂ . . . ⊂V k has −S as an adapted complex structure. Henceδ i is ∂-holomorphic and Imδ
and −S is adapted. Moreover,δ k is ∂-holomorphic, and thus its image definesV k+1 .
As a consequence we can construct the Frenet flag and the canonical complex structure of a Bäcklund transform of a twistor projection of a holomorphic curve in CP 2n+1 .
Corollary 6.2. Proof.
(1) Since A = 0 and hence Aδ k Q = 0 for all 0 ≤ k ≤ n we can construct successively as long asδ k = 0 the Frenet flag ofL. LetV be the ∇ stable bundle such thatL is full inV . ThenL hasŜ = −S|V as canonical complex structure withQ = A|V = 0. (2) L * is a twistor projection of a holomorphic curve in CP 2n+1 and has Q † = 0. Thus L * exists and has Q † = 0. Dualizing we getL = ( L * ) * andÃ = −( Q † ) * = 0.
In the case of Willmore spheres in V we will see that one of the Bäcklund transforms exists in some lower dimensional flat subbundle of V and has canonical complex structure −S. Whenever this is the case the Bäcklund transform comes from a twistor construction and the Willmore sphere has integer Willmore energy.
(1) Assume that the backward Bäcklund transformL of L exists in some flat rank k + 1 vector bundleV where 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 and has canonical complex structureŜ
(2) Assume that the forward Bäcklund transformL of L exists in some flat rank k + 1 vector bundleṼ where 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 and has canonical complex structureSπ
(1) The decomposition of the flat connection ∇|V =∂ +∂ +Q +Â is given byÂ = Q|V ,Q = A|V = 0 since Aδ k Q = 0 and k ≤ n − 1. ThusL is the dual curve of a twistor projection of a holomorphic curve and has integer Willmore energy by Remark 4.5. From the Plücker relation and Corollary 5.9 we get
(2) The backward Bäcklund transform L * of L * exists, and W (L * ) ∈ 4πN by (i). Thus, using the Plücker relation, W (L) ∈ 4πN.
Willmore spheres
We will show that every Willmore sphere in HP n has integer Willmore energy and comes from complex holomorphic data.
In the case of non-twistor Willmore spheres in HP n the forward and backward Bäcklund transform exist in a lower rank flat quaternionic vector bundle. If neither of the transforms are constant then the Bäcklund transforms are twistor projections of holomorphic curves in some CP 2k+1 where k ≤ n − 2.
Moreover, if n > 1 then the Bäcklund transform will be used to show that the Willmore sphere or its dual curve is a Kodaira embedding of a dual curve of a twistor projection of a holomorphic curve in a complex projective space.
In the case of non-twistor Willmore spheres in HP 1 the Bäcklund transforms coincide and give a constant point ∞ ∈ HP 1 . All mean curvature spheres of L go through this point so that L is a minimal surface in R 4 = HP 1 \ {∞}, cf. [BFLPP] .
Thus we get a generalization of Ejiri's theorem, [E] , see also [M] , on Willmore spheres in S 4 which states that every Willmore sphere in S 4 or its dual curve is a twistor projection of a holomorphic curve in CP 3 or it is a minimal surface with planar ends in R 4 .
Proposition 7.1. Let L be a Willmore sphere in HP n and S the canonical complex structure such that A, Q = 0. Then there exists a ∇ stable subbundleV ⊂ V of rankV = k + 1, 0 ≤ k < n, with complex structureŜ = −S|V such thatQ = (∇|V ) ′′ − = 0. Moreover, either rankV = 1 andL =V orL is a Willmore surface in (V , −S|V , ∇|V ). In the latter caseL is the dual curve of a twistor projection of a holomorphic curve in CP 2k+1 .
Proof. First, for k = 0 the assumptions of Lemma 6.1 are trivially satisfied. We construct successively rank k + 2 subbundlesV k+1 ⊂ V as long asδ k = 0. SinceV k ⊂ ker A for each k we get k + 1 = rankV k ≤ rank ker A = n. Thus at the latest the bundleV n−1 has vanishing derivative. This gives thatδ k = 0 for some 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 which means thatV k is ∇ stable. Denote this flat quaternionic vector bundle byV .
The decomposition ∇|V =∂ +∂ +Q+Â with respect to −S|V is given byÂ = Q|V ,Q = A|V . SinceV ⊂ ker A we seeQ = 0. If rankV ≥ 2 thenL has canonical complex structure −Ŝ|V . ThusQ = 0 andL * comes from a twistor projection of a holomorphic curve in CP 2k+1 .
Dualizing this result we obtain: Corollary 7.2. Let L be a Willmore sphere in HP n and S the canonical complex structure such that A, Q = 0. Then there exists a quaternionic vector bundleṼ of rank k+1, 0 ≤ k ≤ n, a projection π : V →Ṽ and a Frenet flagL ⊂Ṽ 1 ⊂ . . . ⊂Ṽ k =Ṽ of quaternionic vector bundles such that −πS and π∇ induce a complex structure ofL and a flat connection onṼ respectively withÃ = (π∇) ′ − = 0. In particular, either rankṼ = 1 andL =Ṽ orL is a Willmore surface in (Ṽ , −πS, π∇). In the latter caseL is a twistor projection of a holomorphic curve in CP 2k+1 .
Proof. Consider the dual curve L * of L which is Willmore and has Q † = −A * = 0, A † = −Q * = 0. Thus there exists a flat vector bundle ( V * , −S| V * , ∇| V * ) withQ † = (∇| V * ) ′′ − = 0. Moreover, either (ker A) ⊥ (5.2) = L * = V * or (ker A) ⊥ is a dual curve of a twistor projection of a holomorphic curve in CP 2k+1 . DefineṼ := L * −1 and letS and∇ be the induced complex structure and the flat connection onṼ respectively. ThenÃ = (∇) ′ − = −(Q † ) * = 0. Moreover, eitherL =Ṽ orL is given as the perpendicular bundle of V * k−1 inṼ . In the latter caseL is a Willmore surface inṼ .
For Willmore spheres L ⊂ V the backward Bäcklund transform defines a ∇ stable subbundlê V which is also S stable. We use this bundle to project L onto a line bundle in a smaller dimensional flat quaternionic vector bundle. Proposition 7.3. Let L be Willmore sphere in HP n with canonical complex structure S such that A, Q = 0 and Im Q is a Frenet curve in some flat rank k + 1 quaternionic vector bundlê V , 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1.
Then (V, S, ∇) projects onto a rank n − k flat quaternionic vector bundle (V ,Š,∇) withQ = (∇) ′′ − = 0. Moreover, L projects either ontoV or onto a Willmore surfaceĽ inV . In the latter case,Ľ is the dual curve of a twistor projection of a holomorphic curve in CP 2(n−k)−1 .
Proof. LetV := (V ⊥ ) −1 = V /V then rankV = n − k ≥ 1. IfV =L thenV is S stable asL = Im Q. If k > 1 then −S|V is the canonical complex structure ofL andV is ∇ and S stable. Thus, in both cases the projection π : V →V defines a line bundleĽ inV with induced complex structureŠπ = πS and flat connection∇π = π∇ onV , compare Theorem 3.13 and Remark 3.14. ButQπ = πQ = 0 since Im Q ⊂ ker π =V . If rankV ≥ 2 thenĽ is the dual curve of a twistor projection of a holomorphic curve in CP 2(n−k−1)+1 .
The dual result is
Corollary 7.4. Let L be Willmore sphere in HP n with canonical complex structure S such that A, Q = 0 andL is a Frenet curve in some flat rank k + 1 quaternionic vector bundleṼ , 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1.
Then L * projects onto a line bundleĽ in some flat rank n − k complex quaternionic vector bundle (V ,Š,∇) withQ = 0.
Moreover, eitherĽ =V orĽ is the dual curve of a twistor projection of a holomorphic curve in CP 2(n−k)−1 .
We summarize Proprosition 7.3, Corollary 7.4 and Proposition 3.11. Proof. One of the following holds (1) L or its dual curve L * is a twistor projection of a holomorphic curve in CP 2n+1 and has thus integer Willmore energy. (2) For n = 1 and A, Q = 0 the Bäcklund transforms coincide, i.e.,L =L since AQ = 0, and L is a minimal surface in R 4 as explained earlier. Moreover, it has integer Willmore energy which is given by the number of ends, [M] . (3) If n > 1 and A, Q = 0 then dimV = n − 1 implies that ker A is constant, i.e., dimṼ = 1. The dual argument gives that dimṼ = n − 1 implies dimV = 1. Thus, at least one of L or L * projects onto a dual curveĽ of a twistor projection of a holomorphic curve in CP 2(n−k)−1 , 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 2 (and not to a constant line bundle). ButĽ has integer Willmore energy as a dual curve of a twistor projection of a holomorphic curve. The Willmore energy only depends on the holomorphic structure, i.e, W (L) = W (Ľ) ∈ 4πN.
